
Your mission: Redesign the gift-giving experience . . . for your partner.
Start by gaining empathy.

Switch roles & repeat Interview 1. Switch roles & repeat Interview 2.

Notes from your first interview Notes from your second interview
8min (2 sessions x 4 minutes each)

Interview1

d. 

Dig deeper2
8min (2 sessions x 4 minutes each)

Kelsey Bross
-Jennifer bought her dad an early birthday present
-Starting looking early because she knew that she wanted to get him a new hunting knife
-Researched by finding an article listing best knife subscription boxes and picked the most logical option 
-Website chargers her card and she realizes that her dad isn’t receiving anything in the mail 
-Goes back and website article does not exist and neither does the site she purchased from. 
-Got scammed and ended up buying him a knife from Cabella’s 

Kelsey Bross
-Her dad loves to hunt
-Has had the same knife for many years and she wanted to get him a practical gift that will love and use 
-She wanted to get a unique gift that would catch him off-guard 
-Maybe a knife that he can use on his job or keep in his truck so that he has more options




Reframe the problem. 

needs: things they are trying to do*

insights: new learnings about your partner’s feelings/
worldview to leverage in your design* 

3minCapture findings3 Define problem statement4 3min

*use verbs

*make inferences from what you heard

d. 

needs a way to                                                                   

Surprisingly  //  because  //  but . . .
[circle one]

user’s need

insight

partner name/description

Kelsey Bross
-show affection
-find a unique gift 
-catch her dad by surprise

Kelsey Bross
Jennifer 

Kelsey Bross
surprise her dad 

Kelsey Bross
she wants to get him a thoughtful yet practical gift 

Kelsey Bross



Switch roles & repeat sharing.

Ideate: generate alternatives to test.
4min

8min (2 sessions x 4 minutes each)

Sketch at least 5 radical ways to meet your user’s needs.

Share your solutions & capture feedback.

5

6
Notes

d. 

write your problem statement above 

Kelsey Bross
Jennifer needs a way to surprise her dad because she wants to keep him on his toes

Kelsey Bross
1) a knife holder to store all of his other knives, keep him organized 2) A knife sharpener because his knives are older and may be dull, maybe he likes what he has 3) a custom leather knife holder (engraved) 4) another type of hunting subscription box (gear, flashlights, other tools) 5) a safe/travel box for his other tools and knive
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Iterate based on feedback.

3minReflect & generate a new solution.7
Sketch your big idea, note details if necessary!

d. 

Kelsey Bross
A custom, leather knife holder that could be carried on his belt for work/hunting purposes

Kelsey Bross
clip

Kelsey Bross

Kelsey Bross

Kelsey Bross

Kelsey Bross



8 9

d. 

Build and test.
Build your solution. Share your solution and get feedback.

[not here]

Make something your partner can interact with! +

?

-

!

What worked... What could be improved...

Questions... Ideas...

10min 8min (2 sessions x 4 minutes each)

Kelsey Bross
-very flexible, can be used in different situations 

Kelsey Bross
-fabric
-sturdiness

Kelsey Bross
-sizes? 
-What kind of knives can be held 

Kelsey Bross
-Different colors/washes
-Could put company logos on 




